The shadow-mapping and ray-tracing algorithms are the two popular approaches used in visibility handling for multi-view based texture reconstruction. Visibility testing based on the two algorithms needs a user-defined bias to reduce computation error. However, a constant bias does not work for every part of a geometry. Therefore, the accuracy of the two algorithms is limited. In this paper, we propose a high-precision graphics pipeline-based visibility classification (GPVC) method without introducing a bias. The method consists of two stages. In the first stage, a shader-based rendering is designed in the fixed graphics pipeline to generate initial visibility maps (IVMs). In the second stage, two algorithms, namely, lazy-projection coverage correction (LPCC) and hierarchical iterative vertex-edge-region sampling (HIVERS), are proposed to classify visible primitives into fully visible or partially visible primitives. The proposed method can be easily implemented in the graphics pipeline to achieve parallel acceleration. With respect to efficiency, the proposed method outperforms the bias-based methods. With respect to accuracy, the proposed method can theoretically reach a value of 100%. Compared with available libraries and software, the textured model based on our method is smoother with less distortion and dislocation.
Introduction
Occlusion or visibility testing is nonnegligible in the fields of computer vision (CV), virtual reality (VR), computer graphics (CG), etc., in both 2D and 3D space. In 2D space, occlusion can be ascribed to static intersection or contact between polygons [1, 2] . Tracking a deformable or moving object in an intricate and crowded surrounding [3] [4] [5] requires consideration of occlusion. In 3D space, occlusion issues become more complicated and diversified. Situations in which 3D visibility occurs include stereo matching [6] , object reconstruction [7, 8] and motion trajectory optimization [9] [10] [11] . With the development of multiview-based reconstruction [12] , there has been an increasing focus on texture generation of 3D surfaces [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Visibility checking is highly important for the smoothness and verisimilitude of textured models. However, it appears that the visibility issue in this field has not attracted as much attention as texture generation.
Frueh et al. [18] ignored the disturbance of occluded pixels in textured models and did not consider the occlusion problem during texture reconstruction. This approach is acceptable only when the occluded area is sufficiently small; if the occluded area is large, then texture dislocations and seams occur (as shown in Figure 1a ). Xu et al. [19] introduced the hidden point removal (HPR) algorithm [20] to determine a face's visibility. If the inversion of a face's center lies on the convex hull of a mesh's vertices and a given viewpoint, then the face is fully visible from that viewpoint. However, HPR was initially proposed to compute a point's visibility in a point cloud; applying the algorithm to determine a face's visibility in a 3D mesh is insufficient. Even if the center of a face is visible, the face can still be occluded (as shown in Figure 2a ). 
(e) (f) (g) (h) Figure 2 . Visibility issues that available methods fail to handle. The visible faces are drawn with solid lines, and the occluded faces are drawn with dotted lines and filled with shadow. Occlusion detection based on HPR is unable to identify the occluded face in (a). The projection-based approach incorrectly marks the occluded face in (b) as visible. Without dense tracing, the ray-tracing method cannot identify the occluded faces in (a,c,d). In addition, ray tracing will incorrectly determine the visible faces in (e-g) as occluded. Without an appropriate bias, it is difficult to compute the correct visibility between two close faces in (h) through ray-tracing and shadow-mapping approaches.
Pages et al. [13] used a projection-based approach to handle the occlusion problem. If one vertex of face is projected inside the projection area of face and lies between and a given viewpoint, then is occluded by . However, this technique only works in the occlusion condition, as depicted in Figure 3 . If none of 's vertices are projected inside (as shown in Figure 2b ), then will be incorrectly determined as visible. Xu et al. [19] introduced the hidden point removal (HPR) algorithm [20] to determine a face's visibility. If the inversion of a face's center lies on the convex hull of a mesh's vertices and a given viewpoint, then the face is fully visible from that viewpoint. However, HPR was initially proposed to compute a point's visibility in a point cloud; applying the algorithm to determine a face's visibility in a 3D mesh is insufficient. Even if the center C of a face is visible, the face can still be occluded (as shown in Figure 2a ). Xu et al. [19] introduced the hidden point removal (HPR) algorithm [20] to determine a face's visibility. If the inversion of a face's center lies on the convex hull of a mesh's vertices and a given viewpoint, then the face is fully visible from that viewpoint. However, HPR was initially proposed to compute a point's visibility in a point cloud; applying the algorithm to determine a face's visibility in a 3D mesh is insufficient. Even if the center of a face is visible, the face can still be occluded (as shown in Figure 2a ). 
Pages et al. [13] used a projection-based approach to handle the occlusion problem. If one vertex of face is projected inside the projection area of face and lies between and a given viewpoint, then is occluded by . However, this technique only works in the occlusion condition, as depicted in Figure 3 . If none of 's vertices are projected inside (as shown in Figure 2b ), then will be incorrectly determined as visible. Visibility issues that available methods fail to handle. The visible faces are drawn with solid lines, and the occluded faces are drawn with dotted lines and filled with shadow. Occlusion detection based on HPR is unable to identify the occluded face in (a). The projection-based approach incorrectly marks the occluded face in (b) as visible. Without dense tracing, the ray-tracing method cannot identify the occluded faces in (a,c,d). In addition, ray tracing will incorrectly determine the visible faces in (e-g) as occluded. Without an appropriate bias, it is difficult to compute the correct visibility between two close faces in (h) through ray-tracing and shadow-mapping approaches.
Pages et al. [13] used a projection-based approach to handle the occlusion problem. If one vertex V of face A is projected inside the projection area of face B and B lies between V and a given viewpoint, then A is occluded by B. However, this technique only works in the occlusion condition, as depicted in Figure 3 . If none of A's vertices are projected inside B (as shown in Figure 2b ), then A will be incorrectly determined as visible. According to the coherence of perspective transformation between 3D rendering and pinhole camera imagery, visibility checking in texture reconstruction can be regarded as a point-based visibility test [21, 22] . Therefore, many related studies have applied ray-tracing [23] [24] [25] [26] and distance-based comparison [14, 16, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] of CG to solve the visibility issue in texture reconstruction.
The standard ray-tracing algorithm traces a virtual ray from a viewpoint to a point on a 3D surface; if an intersection between the viewpoint and the surface is found before reaching , then is occluded [34] . This algorithm was adopted in previous studies [15, 35] to check visibility. In the implementation reported in Reference [14] , the authors designed sparse tracing (three rays are cast to a face's vertices) based on an open-source library [36] . Clearly, the occluded faces in Figure 2a ,c,d will be inappropriately identified as visible by this type of implementation. In addition, when intersections occur on edges, as shown in Figure 2e ,f, the visible faces will be identified as occluded. More importantly, all calculations involving ray tracing will introduce a bias [37] , which requires an epsilon to reduce computation error. If the epsilon is small, then self-intersections may occur, resulting in visible regions becoming occluded; if the epsilon is large, then missed intersections may occur, resulting in occluded regions becoming visible. Thus, without an appropriate epsilon, it is very difficult to compute the correct visibility between two close faces, as shown in Figure 2h . In practice, a uniform grid data [23] or a hierarchical tree structure [24] [25] [26] is built to avoid needless intersection checking. However, when axis-aligned primitives exist, a greater number of intersection tests must be conducted [37] .
In the distance-based comparison, given a viewpoint or a projection plane, among all points on a 3D surface that can be projected into the same pixel, the closest point to the viewpoint or the projection plane is visible. However, projecting all faces of a complex mesh and comparing the distance at each pixel [28] is a brute-force choice that requires hundreds of samplings. In previous studies [14, [27] [28] [29] , the projection plane of each view was tessellated with large grid cells to reduce samplings. Clearly, the visibility results based on this method are sensitive to the size of a grid cell. In previous studies [14, 16, [31] [32] [33] , the authors applied the shadow-mapping algorithm [38] [39] [40] with the aid of the well-known Z-buffer. The distance of a given test point to the viewpoint is computed first, and then a comparison is made between the computed distance and the corresponding distance stored in the shadow map; if the computed distance is smaller, then the point is visible; otherwise, the point is occluded in shadow. In Reference [32] , an empirical epsilon was added to the shadow map to reduce numerical error. However, the regular shadow mapping [38] suffers from the shadow acne artifact, which refers to erroneous self-shadowing [39] . Sampling the Z-buffer through the standard depth bias approach yields insufficient precision [41] because a constant depth bias does not work for every part of a geometry [40] . A small bias produces self-occlusion, and a large bias means missing occlusion. Thus, this Z-buffer-based approach is still limited by an uncontrollable bias. Without an appropriate bias, the correct visibility in Figure 2h is also in danger. According to the coherence of perspective transformation between 3D rendering and pinhole camera imagery, visibility checking in texture reconstruction can be regarded as a point-based visibility test [21, 22] . Therefore, many related studies have applied ray-tracing [23] [24] [25] [26] and distance-based comparison [14, 16, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] of CG to solve the visibility issue in texture reconstruction.
The standard ray-tracing algorithm traces a virtual ray from a viewpoint to a point p on a 3D surface; if an intersection between the viewpoint and the surface is found before reaching p, then p is occluded [34] . This algorithm was adopted in previous studies [15, 35] to check visibility. In the implementation reported in Reference [14] , the authors designed sparse tracing (three rays are cast to a face's vertices) based on an open-source library [36] . Clearly, the occluded faces in Figure 2a ,c,d will be inappropriately identified as visible by this type of implementation. In addition, when intersections occur on edges, as shown in Figure 2e ,f, the visible faces will be identified as occluded. More importantly, all calculations involving ray tracing will introduce a bias [37] , which requires an epsilon to reduce computation error. If the epsilon is small, then self-intersections may occur, resulting in visible regions becoming occluded; if the epsilon is large, then missed intersections may occur, resulting in occluded regions becoming visible. Thus, without an appropriate epsilon, it is very difficult to compute the correct visibility between two close faces, as shown in Figure 2h . In practice, a uniform grid data [23] or a hierarchical tree structure [24] [25] [26] is built to avoid needless intersection checking. However, when axis-aligned primitives exist, a greater number of intersection tests must be conducted [37] .
In the distance-based comparison, given a viewpoint or a projection plane, among all points on a 3D surface that can be projected into the same pixel, the closest point to the viewpoint or the projection plane is visible. However, projecting all faces of a complex mesh and comparing the distance at each pixel [28] is a brute-force choice that requires hundreds of samplings. In previous studies [14, [27] [28] [29] , the projection plane of each view was tessellated with large grid cells to reduce samplings. Clearly, the visibility results based on this method are sensitive to the size of a grid cell. In previous studies [14, 16, [31] [32] [33] , the authors applied the shadow-mapping algorithm [38] [39] [40] with the aid of the well-known Z-buffer. The distance of a given test point to the viewpoint is computed first, and then a comparison is made between the computed distance and the corresponding distance stored in the shadow map; if the computed distance is smaller, then the point is visible; otherwise, the point is occluded in shadow. In Reference [32] , an empirical epsilon was added to the shadow map to reduce numerical error. However, the regular shadow mapping [38] suffers from the shadow acne artifact, which refers to erroneous self-shadowing [39] . Sampling the Z-buffer through the standard depth bias approach yields insufficient precision [41] because a constant depth bias does not work for every part of a geometry [40] . A small bias produces self-occlusion, and a large bias means missing occlusion. Thus, this Z-buffer-based approach is still limited by an uncontrollable bias. Without an appropriate bias, the correct visibility in Figure 2h is also in danger.
In this study, we propose a high-precision graphics pipeline-based visibility classification (GPVC) method to solve the visibility problem in texture reconstruction. The best advantage offered by GPVC is that visibility can be computed without introducing an improper bias. Our method consists of two stages. First, we design a shader-based rendering to generate each view's initial visibility map (IVM) and record visible primitives in a shader storage buffer object. Three spatial properties of IVMs are excavated to form our visibility classification mechanism. Second, we propose two algorithms, namely, lazy-projection coverage correction (LPCC) and hierarchical iterative vertex-edge-region sampling (HIVERS), to classify the visible primitives into fully visible or partially visible primitives. Compared with per-primitive checking, the advantage of LPCC is that LPCC only handles the visible primitives that are stored. Another breakthrough provided by LPCC is that we take the polygon rasterization principle and rasterization error into account, which has not been considered in other fragment-based visibility tests. HIVERS is proposed to identify a primitive's visibility on an arbitrary surface (manifold or nonmanifold) with fewer samplings.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed method. Section 3 presents the implementation details in the graphics pipeline. Experimental results are presented in Section 4. Improvement of the proposed method is discussed with related studies in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 presents conclusions.
Graphics Pipeline-Based Visibility Classification
In this section, we provide the details of GPVC. First, IVMs are generated in the fixed graphics pipeline. Second, visibility classification is executed in the parallel computation stage. The framework of GPVC is depicted in Figure 4 .
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Unlike the Z-buffer-based methods used in [14, 16, [31] [32] [33] , in which the shadow maps store the closest depth values, IVMs of GPVC store visible faces' indexes as pixels. GPVC draws inspiration from digital camera photography, and we use two techniques to ensure that IVMs record the visible pixels coincident with digital images. First, in the XY plane, we design a shader-based rendering to achieve the locational coherence of corresponding pixels. The implementation mechanism of the shader-based rendering is described in Section 3. Second, in the Z-direction, we use the reversed projection [41] to avoid Z-fighting [42, 43] and improve the precision of the Z-buffer. We explain the generation of IVMs according to the rasterization principle and present three spatial properties of IVMs. 
Unlike the Z-buffer-based methods used in [14, 16, [31] [32] [33] , in which the shadow maps store the closest depth values, IVMs of GPVC store visible faces' indexes as pixels. GPVC draws inspiration from digital camera photography, and we use two techniques to ensure that IVMs record the visible pixels coincident with digital images. First, in the XY plane, we design a shader-based rendering to achieve the locational coherence of corresponding pixels. The implementation mechanism of the shader-based rendering is described in Section 3. Second, in the Z-direction, we use the reversed projection [41] to avoid Z-fighting [42, 43] and improve the precision of the Z-buffer. We explain the generation of IVMs according to the rasterization principle and present three spatial properties of IVMs.
Z-Buffer Precision Improvement
The default perspective projection matrix P in OpenGL is symmetric, which is defined as
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Thus, the nonlinear mapping relationship between the z-component of the eye coordinate z e and the depth stored in the Z-buffer can be expressed as
In Formula (2), s = According to Formula (2), the z-component of the normalized device coordinate z n will be distributed in the symmetrical interval [−1, 1]; thus, depth has decreasing precision as points move away from a viewpoint (as shown in Figure 5a ). To avoid this drawback, we use the asymmetric projection matrix P r in DirectX instead of the default configuration in OpenGL.
Therefore, we obtain
In this manner, z n is distributed over the asymmetric interval [0, 1] , in which the near plane N is mapped to 1, and the far plane F is mapped to 0. To distribute the effective depths in the range with higher precision, i.e., close to 0 (as shown in Figure 5b ), we design a "zero near plane" configuration; we compute N and F according to a 3D surface's bounding box and a view's projection parameter (as shown in Figure 6 ) and then pull N as close to the viewpoint as possible. Formula (5) describes the mapping relationship of our implemented Z-buffer.
The default perspective projection matrix in OpenGL is symmetric, which is defined as
Thus, the nonlinear mapping relationship between the z-component of the eye coordinate and the stored in the Z-buffer can be expressed as
In Formula (2), = and = when is within −1, 1 , or = − and = when is within 0, 1 , where is the depth value of the far plane and is the depth value of the near plane .
According to Formula (2), the z-component of the normalized device coordinate will be distributed in the symmetrical interval −1, 1 ; thus, has decreasing precision as points move away from a viewpoint (as shown in Figure 5a ). To avoid this drawback, we use the asymmetric projection matrix in DirectX instead of the default configuration in OpenGL. 
In this manner, is distributed over the asymmetric interval 0, 1 , in which the near plane is mapped to 1, and the far plane is mapped to 0. To distribute the effective depths in the range with higher precision, i.e., close to 0 (as shown in Figure 5b ), we design a "zero near plane" configuration; we compute and according to a 3D surface's bounding box and a view's projection parameter (as shown in Figure 6 ) and then pull as close to the viewpoint as possible. Formula (5) describes the mapping relationship of our implemented Z-buffer. 
IVM Generation and Spatial Properties
Rasterization in CG converts vectorial geometries to discrete fragments. An efficient and simple algorithm used in rasterization is the linear edge function (LEF) [44] . Given a triangle whose vertices are in the counterclockwise orientation and a fragment to be tested, LEF is defined as where ( , ) denotes the edge formed by vertices , , ( , ) is the center of . Thus, if ( , ) ( ) < 0, ( , ) (0,1), (1,2), (2,0) , then is an inner fragment of (as shown in Figure 7 ).
The fragment value of is computed as
In Formulas (7) and (8) 
Rasterization in CG converts vectorial geometries to discrete fragments. An efficient and simple algorithm used in rasterization is the linear edge function (LEF) [44] . Given a triangle t whose vertices are in the counterclockwise orientation and a fragment f to be tested, LEF is defined as 
f is an inner fragment of t (as shown in Figure 7 ). The fragment value v f of f is computed as
In Formulas (7) and (8), a represents the signed area of t; λ 0 , λ 1 , λ 2 are the barycentric coordinates of f ; f 0 , f 1 , f 2 are the attribute values associated with the three vertices of t; and w 0 , w 1 , w 2 are the clip coordinates. After rasterization, visible fragments are written to target buffers if early fragment tests are enabled [45] . In other words, visible parts of 3D surfaces are projected as those visible fragments. We use an item buffer to store the visible primitives' indexes as pixels. In this manner, the continuous visibility issue in 3D space is converted to a discrete visibility issue in 2D space [22, 34] . IVMs formed by the visible fragments have three spatial properties, which is the foundation of our visibility classification.
Handiness: Only visible primitives are recorded, and fully occluded primitives are discarded. Coherence: Visibility property of a face in 3D space remains unchanged in IVMs. Continuity: Fragments' values within a fully visible primitive are uniform; otherwise, this primitive is partially visible (as shown in Figure 8 ). 
Visibility Classification
Visibility classification based on IVMs marks a primitive with a fully visible or partially visible label, which represents the visibility issue in 2D space. The 2D visibility computation has been treated as hundreds of polygon-polygon intersection tests in [9, 10] . Instead, based on the spatial properties of IVMs, lazy-projection coverage correction (LPCC), and hierarchical iterative vertex-edge-region sampling (HIVERS) are proposed to improve visibility computation.
Lazy-Projection Coverage Correction (1) Lazy Projection
The backface culling and frustum culling are the two classical strategies that are widely used to reduce needless visibility tests. After the processing of these methods, remaining faces of a 3D surface in the viewshed consist of fully visible faces , partially visible faces and fully occluded faces . The related methods used in texturing need to handle each face's visibility in ∪ ∪ . Instead, lazy projection is proposed to avoid addressing the faces' visibilities in . Based on the fact After rasterization, visible fragments are written to target buffers if early fragment tests are enabled [45] . In other words, visible parts of 3D surfaces are projected as those visible fragments. We use an item buffer to store the visible primitives' indexes as pixels. In this manner, the continuous visibility issue in 3D space is converted to a discrete visibility issue in 2D space [22, 34] . IVMs formed by the visible fragments have three spatial properties, which is the foundation of our visibility classification.
Handiness: Only visible primitives are recorded, and fully occluded primitives are discarded. Coherence: Visibility property of a face in 3D space remains unchanged in IVMs. Continuity: Fragments' values within a fully visible primitive are uniform; otherwise, this primitive is partially visible (as shown in Figure 8 ). After rasterization, visible fragments are written to target buffers if early fragment tests are enabled [45] . In other words, visible parts of 3D surfaces are projected as those visible fragments. We use an item buffer to store the visible primitives' indexes as pixels. In this manner, the continuous visibility issue in 3D space is converted to a discrete visibility issue in 2D space [22, 34] . IVMs formed by the visible fragments have three spatial properties, which is the foundation of our visibility classification.
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Lazy-Projection Coverage Correction (1) Lazy Projection
The backface culling and frustum culling are the two classical strategies that are widely used to reduce needless visibility tests. After the processing of these methods, remaining faces of a 3D surface in the viewshed consist of fully visible faces F, partially visible faces P and fully occluded faces O. The related methods used in texturing need to handle each face's visibility in F ∪ P ∪ O. Instead, lazy projection is proposed to avoid addressing the faces' visibilities in O. Based on the fact that fully occluded faces are automatically discarded by the depth test, we use a shader storage buffer object, which is a continuous array, to record visible faces' indexes at corresponding subscripts (as shown in Figure 9 ). Given a visible face stored in the array, we project the face onto IVMs to obtain its initial projection coverage (IPC). In this manner, we only process the faces in F ∪ P.
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that fully occluded faces are automatically discarded by the depth test, we use a shader storage buffer object, which is a continuous array, to record visible faces' indexes at corresponding subscripts (as shown in Figure 9 ). Given a visible face stored in the array, we project the face onto IVMs to obtain its initial projection coverage (IPC). In this manner, we only process the faces in ∪ . (2) Projection Coverage Correction
After lazy projection, visibility judgment for a face only needs to apply the IVMs' continuity. However, due to the following two concerns, we should provide some correction to a face's IPC during visibility classification. First, the fragments whose centers lie on an edge do not always belong to a face (as shown in Figure 10 ). Second, the rasterization of an edge contains errors (see Figure 11 ). These two details interfering with visibility computation are overlooked by the fragment-based visibility tests in References [14, 16, [31] [32] [33] . Without considering these details, the continuity of a primitive will be destroyed. (2) Projection Coverage Correction After lazy projection, visibility judgment for a face only needs to apply the IVMs' continuity. However, due to the following two concerns, we should provide some correction to a face's IPC during visibility classification. First, the fragments whose centers lie on an edge do not always belong to a face (as shown in Figure 10 ). Second, the rasterization of an edge contains errors (see Figure 11 ). These two details interfering with visibility computation are overlooked by the fragment-based visibility tests in References [14, 16, [31] [32] [33] . Without considering these details, the continuity of a primitive will be destroyed. that fully occluded faces are automatically discarded by the depth test, we use a shader storage buffer object, which is a continuous array, to record visible faces' indexes at corresponding subscripts (as shown in Figure 9 ). Given a visible face stored in the array, we project the face onto IVMs to obtain its initial projection coverage (IPC). In this manner, we only process the faces in ∪ . (2) Projection Coverage Correction
After lazy projection, visibility judgment for a face only needs to apply the IVMs' continuity. However, due to the following two concerns, we should provide some correction to a face's IPC during visibility classification. First, the fragments whose centers lie on an edge do not always belong to a face (as shown in Figure 10 ). Second, the rasterization of an edge contains errors (see Figure 11 ). These two details interfering with visibility computation are overlooked by the fragment-based visibility tests in References [14, 16, [31] [32] [33] . Without considering these details, the continuity of a primitive will be destroyed. (a) Figure 10 . The top-left rule used to rasterize edges that cross fragments' centers. The edges in red are the ones that cross fragments' centers. The gray brightness of a fragment denotes the triangles to which the fragment belongs. The red fragments whose centers lie on the edges do not belong to the corresponding triangles because the edges are not left edges.
In CG, rendering adjacent primitives' shared edges twice is avoided by using rules to maintain consistency. The top-left rule (TLR) [46] is the criterion used in Direct3D to address this situation. Given a triangle whose vertices are in the counterclockwise orientation, if an edge (s, e) (s is start, and e is end) is perfectly horizontal, and the x-coordinate of e is smaller than the x-coordinate of s, then (s, e) is a top edge; if the y-coordinate of e is smaller than the y-coordinate of s, then (s, e) is a left edge. If a fragment's center lies on a top edge, then the fragment belongs to the triangle that is below the top edge; if the center lies on a left edge, then the fragment belongs to the triangle that is to the right of the left edge (see Figure 10) . Figure 10 . The top-left rule used to rasterize edges that cross fragments' centers. The edges in red are the ones that cross fragments' centers. The gray brightness of a fragment denotes the triangles to which the fragment belongs. The red fragments whose centers lie on the edges do not belong to the corresponding triangles because the edges are not left edges. In CG, rendering adjacent primitives' shared edges twice is avoided by using rules to maintain consistency. The top-left rule (TLR) [46] is the criterion used in Direct3D to address this situation. Given a triangle whose vertices are in the counterclockwise orientation, if an edge ( , ) ( is start, and is end) is perfectly horizontal, and the x-coordinate of is smaller than the x-coordinate of , then ( , ) is a top edge; if the y-coordinate of is smaller than the y-coordinate of , then ( , ) is a left edge. If a fragment's center lies on a top edge, then the fragment belongs to the triangle that is below the top edge; if the center lies on a left edge, then the fragment belongs to the triangle that is to the right of the left edge (see Figure 10) .
The rasterization error of edges often has little impact on the visual effect, but is nonnegligible in fragment-based visibility tests. As depicted in Figure 11 , the rasterization error of edges indicates that a fragment within triangle is rasterized incorrectly as one of triangle . In our study, we find that the pixel offset caused by the rasterization error remains within (0, √ ). Thus, we propose the following algorithm to recover the correct continuity of a visible primitive. Algorithm 1 consists of the following steps:
1. Use LEF and TLR to judge whether a given fragment belongs to . If not, judge next fragment; otherwise, go to step 2 2. Determine whether the value of fragment equals 's index value . If yes, go to step 1; otherwise, go to step 3. 3. Determine whether is an inner fragment of triangle . If not, is an exceptional fragment of triangle , then modify the value of fragment as (as shown in Figure 11a) ; otherwise, go to step 4. 4. Determine whether triangle is in front of triangle at 's center. If yes, is an exceptional fragment of triangle , then modify the value of fragment as (as shown in Figure 11b) ; otherwise, go to step 1. The rasterization error of edges often has little impact on the visual effect, but is nonnegligible in fragment-based visibility tests. As depicted in Figure 11 , the rasterization error of edges indicates that a fragment f within triangle A is rasterized incorrectly as one of triangle B. In our study, we find that the pixel offset caused by the rasterization error remains within (0,
Algorithm 1. LPCC
2 ). Thus, we propose the following Algorithm 1. LPCC to recover the correct continuity of a visible primitive. Use LEF and TLR to judge whether a given fragment f belongs to t i . If not, judge next fragment; otherwise, go to step 2 2.
Determine whether the value v f of fragment f equals t i 's index value i. If yes, go to step 1; otherwise, go to step 3. 3.
Determine whether f is an inner fragment of triangle t j . If not, f is an exceptional fragment of triangle t i , then modify the value v f of fragment f as i (as shown in Figure 11a) ; otherwise, go to step 4. 4.
Determine whether triangle t i is in front of triangle t j at f 's center. If yes, f is an exceptional fragment of triangle t i , then modify the value v f of fragment f as i (as shown in Figure 11b) ; otherwise, go to step 1.
Hierarchical Iterative Vertex-Edge-Region Sampling
HIVERS aims to identify a primitive's visibility with fewer samplings. Based on the continuity of IVMs, if a primitive p is considered to be fully visible, then p must satisfy the following conditions. Vertex visibility condition (VVC): the inner fragments corresponding to p's vertices maintain a consistent value (see Figure 12a ). Edge visibility condition (EVC): the inner fragments corresponding to p's edges maintain a consistent value (see Figure 12b ). Region visibility condition (RVC): the inner fragments within p's subregions maintain a consistent value (see Figure 12c ).
The three conditions are necessary to define a fully visible primitive. In addition, according to the continuity of IVMs and the spatial structure of a manifold surface, we can make the following inference.
Inference 1: If a given primitive p of a manifold surface satisfies VVC and EVC, then this primitive is fully visible; otherwise, the primitive is partially visible. In other words, we only need to sample the inner fragments corresponding to f 's vertices and edges in a manifold surface. We denote this inference as VES. Vertex visibility condition (VVC): the inner fragments corresponding to 's vertices maintain a consistent value (see Figure 12a ). Edge visibility condition (EVC): the inner fragments corresponding to 's edges maintain a consistent value (see Figure 12b) . Region visibility condition (RVC): the inner fragments within 's subregions maintain a consistent value (see Figure 12c ).
Inference 1: If a given primitive of a manifold surface satisfies VVC and EVC, then this primitive is fully visible; otherwise, the primitive is partially visible. In other words, we only need to sample the inner fragments corresponding to 's vertices and edges in a manifold surface. We denote this inference as VES. To be compatible with the occlusion situations in nonmanifold surfaces, we integrate VVC, EVC and RVC to form HIVERS. As depicted in Figure 13 , at each level of HIVERS, the three conditions are checked in order; we call this process one iteration at one level. The detailed procedure of HIVERS is as follows.
Algorithm 2 consists of the following steps: To be compatible with the occlusion situations in nonmanifold surfaces, we integrate VVC, EVC and RVC to form HIVERS. As depicted in Figure 13 , at each level of HIVERS, the three conditions are checked in order; we call this process one iteration at one level. The detailed procedure of Algorithm 2. HIVERS is as follows.
Algorithm 2. HIVERS
Definition: Given a visible triangle t, B is the barycenter of t, fv represents t is fully visible and pv represents t is partially visible.
Function HIVERS(t):
t ← f v if t does not satisfy VVC or EVC then t ← pv return end if if all fragments within t have been sampled then return else do subdivide t into subregions {t 0 , t 1 , t 2 } acorrding to B use HIVERS(t i ) to address {t 0 , t 1 , t 2 } recursively end if Algorithm 2 consists of the following steps:
1.
Determine whether triangle t satisfies VVC. If not, then t is partially visible; otherwise, go to step 2. 2.
Determine whether t satisfies EVC. If not, then t is partially visible; otherwise, go to step 3.
3.
Check whether all fragments within t have been sampled. If yes, t is fully visible; otherwise, go to step 4.
4.
Subdivide t into subregions {t 0 , t 1 , t 2 } according to t's barycenter B, and address each subregion from step 1 to step 3. If any of the subregions is partially visible, then t is partially visible; if all of the subregions are fully visible, then t is fully visible. 
Implementation in Graphics Pipeline
The proposed framework is implemented in the graphics pipeline based on OpenGL. The implementation consists of IVM generation in the fixed graphics pipeline and visibility classification in the parallel computation stage.
IVM Generation in Fixed Graphics Pipeline
Zhang et al. [47] simulated digital photography by passing the projection parameter to the default graphics pipeline, which may produce the off-center projection dislocation. Instead, we present a shader-based rendering to generate IVMs. Given a 3D object and an undistorted digital image, the transformation from 3D to 2D in CV can be expressed as
Formula (9) is equivalent to
In Formula (10), R is the rotation matrix, S is the viewpoint, f x and f y are the camera's focal length expressed in the pixel unit, and c x , c y is the principal point.
The transformation from 3D to 2D in CG can be expressed as
In Formula (11), M is the matrix that transforms the object coordinate (X, Y, Z, 1)
T into the eye coordinate (x e , y e , z e , w e ) T ; P is the matrix that transforms the eye coordinate into the clip coordinate (x c , y c , z c , w c ) T ; (x n , y n , z n ) T is the normalized device coordinate, where f = 1 when the viewport's origin is lower-left and f = −1 when the viewport's origin is upper-left; (x w , y w , z w ) T is the window coordinate; O x , O y represents the viewport's lower-left corner.
To relate Formula (10) with Formula (11), our shader-based rendering is designed as follows. First, according to Formula (10), we compute one vertex's projection u v in the vertex shader. Second, we let z and u v in Formula (10) be w c and x w y w in Formula (11), respectively; we then substitute z and u v into Formula (11) to compute (x c , y c , z c , w c ) T as
In Formula (12), w c is normalized to improve rendering efficiency, z c is computed according to Formula (4) to improve the Z-buffer's precision, and viewport size is replaced with image size. Finally, in the fragment shader, we use an off-screen texture to store visible fragments and a shader storage buffer object VisiblePrimitiveArray to record visible primitives' indexes at the corresponding subscripts (as shown in Figure 9 ).
Visibility Classification in Parallel Computation Stage
The parallel computation stage in OpenGL exists as the compute shader. Compared with OpenCL, the compute shader is a lightweight framework with less complexity and interoperability with shared resources. This stage is completely independent of any predefined graphics-oriented semantics. The compute shader can read and modify OpenGL buffers and images. The tool is, therefore, able to modify data that are the input or output of the fixed graphics pipeline. Due to the independence between the compute shader and the fixed graphics pipeline, we must consider synchronization. We disable the compute shader after completing visibility classification in the current frame and recover it after IVM generation in the next frame.
The following data are passed into our compute shader. (1) Multiview's IVMs. One view's IVM is passed as an "image2D" object. (2) VisiblePrimitiveArray and projection parameter. The projection parameter is stored as a uniform matrix. (3) 3D model data. Vertices and faces are stored in two shader storage buffer objects. (4) Face and vertex number. To classify visibility between multiple models, the face and vertex numbers of each model are stored in a uniform buffer object, which act as search indexes (as shown in Figure 14) .
In the compute shader, our visibility classification proceeds as follows. Each visible primitive stored in VisiblePrimitiveArray is visited by an independently parallel thread. In each thread, our visibility classification is executed. In the compute shader, our visibility classification proceeds as follows. Each visible primitive stored in is visited by an independently parallel thread. In each thread, our visibility classification is executed. represents one model's vertex number, * represents one face's vertices' indexes, * represents one vertex's coordinate, is the shader storage buffer object storing faces and is the shader storage buffer object storing vertices.
Experiments
The following tests are conducted in our experiments. With respect to accuracy, we use related methods to detect visibility for three synthetic models. The visibility of the three synthetic models is known from a predefined viewpoint. With respect to efficiency, we compare the related methods' number of processed faces, sampling count, and time consumption. With respect to texture reconstruction, comparisons between GPVC and other available libraries and software are made. The key steps of GPVC are also presented in our experiments. The experimental platform is Win8.1 x64 OS, with 16 GB computer memory, I7 CPU (2.5 GHz, 4 cores, and 8 threads) and a GTX 860 M video card. Figure 15 shows the visual effect when rendering very close faces based on different Z-buffer configurations. The default Z-buffer with the symmetric projection results in the Z-fighting problem due to the infinite precision. The reversed Z-buffer with the asymmetric projection used in GPVC exhibits good performance to avoid the problem, which ensures the continuity of IVMs. The format Figure 14 . Visiting a specific face in multiple models. FN * represents one model's face number, V N * represents one model's vertex number, V I * represents one face's vertices' indexes, V * represents one vertex's coordinate, SSBO f is the shader storage buffer object storing faces and SSBO v is the shader storage buffer object storing vertices.
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The following tests are conducted in our experiments. With respect to accuracy, we use related methods to detect visibility for three synthetic models. The visibility of the three synthetic models is known from a predefined viewpoint. With respect to efficiency, we compare the related methods' number of processed faces, sampling count, and time consumption. With respect to texture reconstruction, comparisons between GPVC and other available libraries and software are made. The key steps of GPVC are also presented in our experiments. The experimental platform is Win8.1 x64 OS, with 16 GB computer memory, I7 CPU (2.5 GHz, 4 cores, and 8 threads) and a GTX 860 M video card. Figure 15 shows the visual effect when rendering very close faces based on different Z-buffer configurations. The default Z-buffer with the symmetric projection results in the Z-fighting problem due to the infinite precision. The reversed Z-buffer with the asymmetric projection used in GPVC exhibits good performance to avoid the problem, which ensures the continuity of IVMs. The format of the Z-buffer used in this paper is set to a 32-bit floating point.
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Shader-Based Rendering
In this section, we demonstrate the significance of our shader-based rendering in the simulation of digital photography. To present the feature boundaries clearly, we fuse the five views, rendering images with the corresponding digital images, as shown in Figure 16 . To prove the validity of our approach, we compare our shader-based rendering with the default rendering in detail. As shown in Figure 17 , the default rendering cannot accurately simulate the off-center perspective projection, resulting in distinct object dislocations relative to the digital images. Compared with the default approach, the shader-based rendering can maintain the corresponding objects spatially aligned. 
Visibility Classification
Visibility Accuracy Statistics
We design three synthetic models A, B, C to examine the accuracy of related methods. As shown in Figure 18a , each model consists of two uneven terrain layers (upper layer U and lower layer L); each layer is a triangulation network containing 4082 faces. For A, the vertical distance between U and L is 0.01 m; for B, the vertical distance is 1 m; and for C, the vertical distance is 100 m. Given a predefined top view (the viewpoint is 6100 m from the center of a synthetic model), the triangles of U are fully visible, and the triangles of L are partially occluded (as shown in Figure 18b ). Based on these features, we present related methods' performances. 
Visibility Classification
Visibility Accuracy Statistics
We design three synthetic models , , to examine the accuracy of related methods. As shown in Figure 18a , each model consists of two uneven terrain layers (upper layer and lower layer ); each layer is a triangulation network containing 4082 faces. For , the vertical distance between and is 0.01 m; for , the vertical distance is 1 m; and for , the vertical distance is 100 m. Given a predefined top view (the viewpoint is 6100 m from the center of a synthetic model), the triangles of are fully visible, and the triangles of are partially occluded (as shown in Figure 18b ). Based on these features, we present related methods' performances. (1) Shadow-Mapping Algorithm
The nonlinear depth distribution in the Z-buffer is highly sensitive to the projection matrix, particularly to the near and far planes. Without the loss of generality, we use two projection configurations to present the performance of the shadow-mapping algorithm. Symmetric projection configuration (SPC): the symmetric projection matrix with a pair of adaptive planes. The adaptive planes are computed according to Figure 6 . Asymmetric projection configuration (APC): the asymmetric projection matrix with a "zero near plane" and an adaptive far plane; this mechanism is recommended by our GPVC. In this design, given the predefined top viewpoint, the two projection configurations are both sufficient to avoid Z-fighting when rendering the synthetic models. Tables 1  and 2 show the accuracy statistics. The epsilon is used to determine whether a pixel within a face is visible: if | − | , then the pixel is visible; otherwise, the face is occluded. We attempt to enumerate the from 0.1 to 1 × 10 −13 to prove the difficulty of choosing an appropriate bias. In each enumeration, the new epsilon is reduced to half of the original value. For simplicity, in the following tables, V represents the visible face number, O represents the occluded face number, and Ac represents the detection accuracy. (1) Shadow-Mapping Algorithm
The nonlinear depth distribution in the Z-buffer is highly sensitive to the projection matrix, particularly to the near and far planes. Without the loss of generality, we use two projection configurations to present the performance of the shadow-mapping algorithm. Symmetric projection configuration (SPC): the symmetric projection matrix with a pair of adaptive planes. The adaptive planes are computed according to Figure 6 . Asymmetric projection configuration (APC): the asymmetric projection matrix with a "zero near plane" and an adaptive far plane; this mechanism is recommended by our GPVC. In this design, given the predefined top viewpoint, the two projection configurations are both sufficient to avoid Z-fighting when rendering the synthetic models. Tables 1  and 2 show the accuracy statistics. The epsilon is used to determine whether a pixel within a face is visible: if |computedDepth − storedDepth| ≤ epsilon, then the pixel is visible; otherwise, the face is occluded. We attempt to enumerate the epsilon from 0.1 to 1 × 10 −13 to prove the difficulty of choosing an appropriate bias. In each enumeration, the new epsilon is reduced to half of the original value. For simplicity, in the following tables, V represents the visible face number, O represents the occluded face number, and Ac represents the detection accuracy. (2) Ray-Tracing Algorithm
The ray-tracing algorithm used here is an open-source library [36] , which is employed by Waechter et al. [15] with a sparse sampling implementation. Under the sparse sampling mode, only the three vertices of a triangle are checked; if one vertex is occluded, then the triangle is invisible. The sparse sampling does not work well for our synthetic models; thus, based on the library, we design a dynamic dense sampling (as shown in Figure 19 ). The dynamic dense sampling indicates that the sampling points within a triangle remain at the centers of the inner fragments of a triangle. Because all calculations involving ray tracing will introduce a bias, we need an epsilon to determine a checking point's visibility: If the distance between the checking point and the first intersection point is smaller than the epsilon, then the checking point is visible. We also enumerate the epsilon from 0.1 to 1 × 10 −13 to present the detection accuracy with different biases. Tables 3 and 4 show the accuracy statistics. (2) Ray-Tracing Algorithm
The ray-tracing algorithm used here is an open-source library [36] , which is employed by Waechter et al. [15] with a sparse sampling implementation. Under the sparse sampling mode, only the three vertices of a triangle are checked; if one vertex is occluded, then the triangle is invisible. The sparse sampling does not work well for our synthetic models; thus, based on the library, we design a dynamic dense sampling (as shown in Figure 19 ). The dynamic dense sampling indicates that the sampling points within a triangle remain at the centers of the inner fragments of a triangle. Because all calculations involving ray tracing will introduce a bias, we need an to determine a checking point's visibility: If the distance between the checking point and the first intersection point is smaller than the , then the checking point is visible. We also enumerate the from 0.1 to 1 × 10 −13 to present the detection accuracy with different biases. Tables 3 and  4 show the accuracy statistics. Table 4 . Accuracy statistics of ray tracing with the dynamic dense sampling. Visibility computation based on GPVC can be achieved without choosing an improper bias. The accuracy of GPVC reaches 100% after projection coverage correction. Tables 5 and 6 show the accuracy statistics. 
Visibility Efficiency Statistics
We use a manifold mesh (611,055 faces) reconstructed from 43 views to present the efficiency of related methods. Tables 7-9 are the statistics pertaining to the number of processed faces, sampling count and time consumption. The number of processed faces represents the total number of faces after backface culling and frustum culling in 43 views. The sampling count represents the total sampling number during computing visibility for the processed faces. 
Texturing Contrast
In this section, we apply related methods to multiview-based texture reconstruction and compare the textured models generated by available libraries and software. We use two datasets to prove our method's superiority. The first dataset pertains to the campus of Wuhan University (as shown in Figure 20a ), and the second is provided by ISPRS and EuroSDR (as shown in Figure 20b ). First, we use the famous business software ContextCapture to reconstruct the triangular meshes of the two datasets. Next, we use related methods to compute the visibility of each view. Finally, we use graph cuts to select the optimal fully visible textures.
compare 
Discussion
In this study, a graphics pipeline-based visibility classification (GPVC) method is proposed to improve the visibility handling involving multiview-based texture reconstruction. Experimental results demonstrate that our method outperforms related methods and available tools.
During IVM generation, we use the reversed Z-buffer and the shader-based rendering to ensure the accuracy of IVMs. The reversed Z-buffer designed in this paper can avoid Z-fighting when rendering very close faces (as shown in Figure 15 ), which guarantees the continuity of IVMs. Our shader-based rendering is proposed to achieve the locational coherence of corresponding objects between rendering images and digital images (as shown in Figure 17 ). The default rendering used in [47] fails to maintain the corresponding objects spatially aligned (as shown in Figure 17a ). In our study, given an 8176 × 6132 UAV image whose principal point is at (4035.1894,2975.0360), the off-center projection dislocation can reach more than 50 pixels in the x-axis direction and 90 pixels in the y-axis direction. The dislocation causes some visible primitives to exit the viewshed or that some invisible ones enter the viewshed.
Compared with the shadow-mapping [14, 16, [31] [32] [33] and ray-tracing [15, 35] methods used in texturing, the main contribution of GPVC is that visibility computation is performed without a bias. To demonstrate the shortcomings of the bias-based methods, we design three models with known 
During IVM generation, we use the reversed Z-buffer and the shader-based rendering to ensure the accuracy of IVMs. The reversed Z-buffer designed in this paper can avoid Z-fighting when rendering very close faces (as shown in Figure 15 ), which guarantees the continuity of IVMs. Our shader-based rendering is proposed to achieve the locational coherence of corresponding objects between rendering images and digital images (as shown in Figure 17 ). The default rendering used in [47] fails to maintain the corresponding objects spatially aligned (as shown in Figure 17a ). In our study, given an 8176 × 6132 UAV image whose principal point is at (4035.1894, 2975.0360), the off-center projection dislocation can reach more than 50 pixels in the x-axis direction and 90 pixels in the y-axis direction. The dislocation causes some visible primitives to exit the viewshed or that some invisible ones enter the viewshed.
Compared with the shadow-mapping [14, 16, [31] [32] [33] and ray-tracing [15, 35] methods used in texturing, the main contribution of GPVC is that visibility computation is performed without a bias. To demonstrate the shortcomings of the bias-based methods, we design three models with known visibility from a predefined viewpoint. As shown in Table 1 , the shadow-mapping algorithm with the symmetric projection configuration only works well when the epsilon remains in the ranges specified by enumeration (3.05 × 10 −6~1 .22 × 10 −5 for synthetic model A, 3.91 × 10 −4~0 .00156 for synthetic model B, 3.91 × 10 −4~0 .1 for synthetic model C). As the two layers of the synthetic models move closer, the optimal epsilon becomes increasingly difficult to specify. The reason is that the computed depths and the depths stored in the Z-buffer tend to be approximate, requiring a smaller epsilon to distinguish the correct visibility. If the selected epsilon increases, certain occluded faces are identified as visible; if the selected epsilon decreases, certain visible faces are identified as occluded. This problem becomes more serious when using the shadow-mapping algorithm with the asymmetric projection configuration, as shown in Table 2 , only when the epsilon is in the range (1 × 10 −13~4 .77 × 10 −8 ) is the performance satisfactory for synthetic model C; using other epsilons misses many occlusions. The reason is that the computed and stored depths are distributed over the range with more precision (very close to 0.0). Only a very small epsilon can work, even if the two layers of synthetic model C are distant. In this respect, the shadow-mapping algorithm with the asymmetric projection configuration is unfit to compute visibility in texture reconstruction. As shown in Tables 3 and 4 , the dense ray tracing outperforms the sparse ray tracing for our synthetic models. The reason is that our three synthetic models are not manifold, and the sparse ray tracing fails to identify certain occluded faces. Within certain biases (1.95 × 10 −4~0 .006 for synthetic model A, 1.95 × 10 −4~0 .1 for synthetic models B and C), the accuracy of the dense ray tracing can reach 100%. However, in the dense ray-tracing mode, increasingly more faces are labeled as occluded if the epsilon decreases outside of the abovementioned ranges. This effect results from the ability of an increased number of tracings to generate more self-intersections. Compared with that of the two methods mentioned above, our GPVC's performance is robust for the three models due to the use of the continuity of IVMs. After projection coverage correction, the accuracy of GPVC can reach 100% (as shown in Tables 5 and 6 ). We also apply our projection coverage correction to the shadow-mapping algorithm and obtain the following results. With the aid of our projection coverage correction, the accuracy of the shadow-mapping algorithm with the symmetric projection configuration (epsilon = 0.00156 for synthetic model B, epsilon remains in 7.81 × 10 −4~0 .1 for synthetic model C) can reach 100%; the accuracy of the shadow-mapping algorithm with the asymmetric projection configuration (epsilon remains in 1.82 × 10 −13~1 .46 × 10 −12 for synthetic model C) can also reach 100%.
To demonstrate the improvement of GPVC in texturing, we present many comparisons pertaining to textured models generated by related methods, open-source libraries (MVS-Texturing) and business software (ContextCapture). As shown in Figures 21-25 , the detailed areas are the three parts of one textured model reconstructed from the ISPRS and EuroSDR datasets. Unlike our synthetic models (in one synthetic model, the distance between two layers is fixed), the urban models reconstructed from multiview images have dense faces and complex geometry structures. In the case of the shadow-mapping algorithm and ray-tracing methods, some areas' visibility can be computed correctly, and textures are mapped well by using a given bias. However, this bias is not robust for every part of the complex model. Thus, many areas are mapped with inaccurate textures (as depicted in the red boxes in Figures 21-24 ). The textured results based on the shadow-mapping algorithm with the symmetric projection configuration are highly sensitive to the selected bias because the depths are distributed in [0, 1] dispersedly; thus, a small change in the bias can generate different visibility, producing different textures. As shown in Figure 21 , the texturing gets better as the used bias increases because more visible textures are correctly detected. While the textured results based on the shadow-mapping algorithm with the asymmetric projection configuration appear to be insensitive to the bias because the depths are distributed at approximately 0.0 densely; thus, a large change in the epsilon has little effect on the visibility results, producing nearly unchanged textures. As shown in Figure 22 , because the four used biases are not sufficiently small to identify the occluded faces, the occluded textures are mapped to the corresponding areas. The left screenshot in Figure 22 is textured with the correct color because the corresponding area is a nearly flat structure without complex occluders, thus the identified visible textures are mapped to the correct locations. When comparing the texturing in Figure 22 with the one in Figure 25a , it can be seen that the texturing based on the shadow-mapping algorithm with the asymmetric projection configuration is nearly as same as the one without visibility tests. The reason is that almost all of the faces are detected as visible by the shadow-mapping algorithm with the asymmetric projection configuration, which is nearly equivalent to skipping visibility tests. Compared with that afforded by the sparse ray tracing, the improvement of the dense ray tracing is not as obvious. The reason is that for a manifold surface, most faces' correct visibility can be determined by checking three vertices with an appropriate bias. In some cases, the dense ray tracing is worse than the sparse ray tracing (as shown in Figures 23c and 24c) . The reason is that a face's visibility tends to be incorrect as sampling time grows without an appropriate bias. If the bias is small, then self-occlusions occur, and visible faces become invisible, leaving holes in the textured models (as shown in Figures  23a-c and 24e-g) ; if the bias is large, then occluded faces become visible, leaving incorrect textures on the textured models. Figure 25 shows the performance of our method. Without visibility tests, there are serious deviations contained in the right two screenshots (see Figure 25a ) due to the error mapping of occluded textures. Before projection coverage correction, the textured results contain some artifacts because the optimal textures are not identified as visible, and some other inadequate visible textures have a chance to be mapped (as shown in Figure 25b ). One concern is that given a manifold mesh, without projection coverage correction, the textured areas generated by HIVERS and VES are the same. The reason is that the rasterization error only occurs near the edges of polygons; if a visible triangle face contains exceptional fragments, it will be detected as invisible by HIVERS and VES. After projection coverage correction, the artifacts disappear. The only difference of the texture areas within the green boxes in Figure 25c ,d results from the corresponding area of the reconstructed mesh containing nonmanifold structures (as shown in Figure 26 , the nonmanifold parts are trees that are not reconstructed completely). Thus, after projection coverage correction, the target faces' visibility computed by HIVERS and VES is not the same. While the other two textured areas in Figure 25 are strictly manifold, the textured results of HIVERS and VES are the same. This finding proves the validity of Inference 1.
manifold mesh, without projection coverage correction, the textured areas generated by HIVERS and VES are the same. The reason is that the rasterization error only occurs near the edges of polygons; if a visible triangle face contains exceptional fragments, it will be detected as invisible by HIVERS and VES. After projection coverage correction, the artifacts disappear. The only difference of the texture areas within the green boxes in Figure 25c ,d results from the corresponding area of the reconstructed mesh containing nonmanifold structures (as shown in Figure 26 , the nonmanifold parts are trees that are not reconstructed completely). Thus, after projection coverage correction, the target faces' visibility computed by HIVERS and VES is not the same. While the other two textured areas in Figure 25 are strictly manifold, the textured results of HIVERS and VES are the same. This finding proves the validity of Inference 1. Figures 27-29 presents texturing comparisons between GPVC and other software. It can be seen that the distortions, dislocations, and holes contained in the textured models generated by ContextCapture and MVS-Texturing result from the inaccurate selection of textures. In the textured models based on GPVC, these noises disappear, which proves the superiority of GPVC. GPVC attempts to compute the true visibility of each face on a surface. In other words, the accuracy of GPVC will not be affected by the artifacts of a reconstructed geometry. As shown in Figure 30a (to show the artifacts obviously, we enable each face's normal during rendering), the reconstructed geometry contains many artifacts such as the distortions, uneven areas and fragments. And these artifacts still occur in the textured model. Some of the serious artifacts have an effect on their neighbors' visibilities, resulting in the optimal textures being excluded, but the selected textures are still reasonable. Compared with the reconstructed geometry, no artifacts occur in the relatively accurate geometry in Figure 30b (the accurate geometry is extracted from the reconstructed geometry by using the method proposed in Reference [48] ). Thus, fewer artifacts occur in the textured model. But there are still dislocations in the red boxes of Figure 30b . The reason is that the extracted geometry misses some occluders such as trees and roofs, and these occluders' textures are mapped Figures 27-29 presents texturing comparisons between GPVC and other software. It can be seen that the distortions, dislocations, and holes contained in the textured models generated by ContextCapture and MVS-Texturing result from the inaccurate selection of textures. In the textured models based on GPVC, these noises disappear, which proves the superiority of GPVC. GPVC attempts to compute the true visibility of each face on a surface. In other words, the accuracy of GPVC will not be affected by the artifacts of a reconstructed geometry. As shown in Figure 30a (to show the artifacts obviously, we enable each face's normal during rendering), the reconstructed geometry contains many artifacts such as the distortions, uneven areas and fragments. And these artifacts still occur in the textured model. Some of the serious artifacts have an effect on their neighbors' visibilities, resulting in the optimal textures being excluded, but the selected textures are still reasonable. Compared with the reconstructed geometry, no artifacts occur in the relatively accurate geometry in Figure 30b (the accurate geometry is extracted from the reconstructed geometry by using the method proposed by Verdie et al. [48] ). Thus, fewer artifacts occur in the textured model. But there are still dislocations in the red boxes of Figure 30b . The reason is that the extracted geometry misses some occluders such as trees and roofs, and these occluders' textures are mapped to the corresponding areas. From the above analysis, visibility tests based on GPVC and texturing are sensitive to the structures of reconstructed geometries. (a) In terms of efficiency, we present the statistics regarding the number of processed faces, sampling count and time consumption of related methods. As shown in Tables 7-9 , the number of processed faces in GPVC decreases to nearly 1/3 of those in the shadow-mapping and ray-tracing methods. The reason is that our GPVC only handles the visible faces that are stored in the shader storage buffer object (as shown in Figure 9 ), while the other two methods must handle the visible and invisible faces. With respect to the sampling count, the sparse ray tracing has the lowest value because it only processes the three vertices of a triangle. The shadow-mapping algorithm with the symmetric projection configuration (epsilon = 0.00001) is second. The reason is that the epsilon in use is too small for the experimental mesh, and many faces are labeled as occluded after sampling a few inner fragments. As discussed above, the performance of the shadow-mapping algorithm with the asymmetric projection configuration is not insensitive to the selected epsilon; thus, this approach's efficiency remains nearly unchanged. Compared with other methods, the improvement of GPVC with dense sampling is not as obvious. The reason is that many visible faces are identified as occluded by other bias-based methods without sampling all inner fragments. GPVC with dense sampling must sample all inner fragments of visible faces to ensure correct visibility. This situation can be improved by using HIVERS. Compared with dense sampling, the main function of HIVERS is that HIVERS can identify occluded faces with fewer samplings (as shown in Figure 31 ). Unlike the hierarchical structures used in References [24] [25] [26] 49] , in which hierarchy trees are built for a The relatively accurate geometry extracted from the reconstructed geometry; right: the extracted geometry's texturing.
In terms of efficiency, we present the statistics regarding the number of processed faces, sampling count and time consumption of related methods. As shown in Tables 7-9 , the number of processed faces in GPVC decreases to nearly 1/3 of those in the shadow-mapping and ray-tracing methods. The reason is that our GPVC only handles the visible faces that are stored in the shader storage buffer object (as shown in Figure 9 ), while the other two methods must handle the visible and invisible faces. With respect to the sampling count, the sparse ray tracing has the lowest value because it only processes the three vertices of a triangle. The shadow-mapping algorithm with the symmetric projection configuration (epsilon = 0.00001) is second. The reason is that the epsilon in use is too small for the experimental mesh, and many faces are labeled as occluded after sampling a few inner fragments. As discussed above, the performance of the shadow-mapping algorithm with the asymmetric projection configuration is not insensitive to the selected epsilon; thus, this approach's efficiency remains nearly unchanged. Compared with other methods, the improvement of GPVC with dense sampling is not as obvious. The reason is that many visible faces are identified as occluded by other bias-based methods without sampling all inner fragments. GPVC with dense sampling must sample all inner fragments of visible faces to ensure correct visibility. This situation can be improved by using HIVERS. Compared with dense sampling, the main function of HIVERS is that HIVERS can identify occluded faces with fewer samplings (as shown in Figure 31 ). Unlike the hierarchical structures used in References [24] [25] [26] 49] , in which hierarchy trees are built for a global scene as look-up indexes, the hierarchical structure of HIVERS decomposes a single triangle face into vertices, edges and subregions iteratively (see Figure 13) . HIVERS samples the inner fragments corresponding to vertices and edges in each subregion to identify each face's visibility. According to our Inference 1, HIVERS can be replaced by VES when addressing a manifold scene. VES not only performs well for a partially visible primitive but also avoids sampling all of the inner fragments within a fully visible primitive; thus, the improvement on the sampling count increases by nearly 1/3 (as shown in Table 9 ). In terms of time consumption, the shadow-mapping algorithm with the symmetric projection configuration requires more time as epsilon increases. The reason is that a larger epsilon produces Remote Sens. 2018, 10, 1725 29 of 31 more visible fragments, requiring more samplings to inspect a visible primitive. In contrast, although the sampling count increases as epsilon increases, the time cost of the ray tracing decreases. The reason is that a larger epsilon used in Reference [36] can reduce the traversal of hierarchy tree nodes and reach leaves with less time. However, the ray-tracing still exhibits the worst performance due to its limitation in finding intersections on a complex surface. Compared with the bias-based methods, GPVC exhibits good performance with respect to efficiency as well as accuracy. When deploying our visibility classification in the compute shader, the task can be performed within 0.2 s.
fragments corresponding to vertices and edges in each subregion to identify each face's visibility. According to our Inference 1, HIVERS can be replaced by VES when addressing a manifold scene. VES not only performs well for a partially visible primitive but also avoids sampling all of the inner fragments within a fully visible primitive; thus, the improvement on the sampling count increases by nearly 1/3 (as shown in Table 9 ). In terms of time consumption, the shadow-mapping algorithm with the symmetric projection configuration requires more time as epsilon increases. The reason is that a larger epsilon produces more visible fragments, requiring more samplings to inspect a visible primitive. In contrast, although the sampling count increases as epsilon increases, the time cost of the ray tracing decreases. The reason is that a larger epsilon used in Reference [36] can reduce the traversal of hierarchy tree nodes and reach leaves with less time. However, the ray-tracing still exhibits the worst performance due to its limitation in finding intersections on a complex surface. Compared with the bias-based methods, GPVC exhibits good performance with respect to efficiency as well as accuracy. When deploying our visibility classification in the compute shader, the task can be performed within 0.2 s. 
Conclusions
Visibility computation is highly important in multiview-based texture reconstruction. However, the bias-based methods used in this field are unable to achieve a good performance for a complex surface. Thus, in this paper, we propose GPVC which does not depend on an uncontrollable bias, to make an improvement. According to our experimental results, GPVC outperforms the bias-based methods and other related libraries and software. Based on GPVC's framework, certain applications, such as shadow generation, visibility picking, and visibility query, can also be derived. 
